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LONELINESS AS A HEALTH CONCERN
"Flattening the curve” with social distancing is the worldwide intervention being used to reduce
coronavirus infections and death, but it has also created social isolation. For millions, social isolation
is a risk factor for loneliness, and loneliness is a demonstrated health concern. Are you feeling the
effects of loneliness? We’re not talking about “Zoom fatigue” but symptoms such as low self-esteem,
depression, anger, nightmares, anxiety, and easily triggered anger at loved ones, to name a few.
Humans are hard-wired to be social creatures, so when they
are deprived of the innate biological desire to engage with
others, physical symptoms result. Symptoms of loneliness feel
as if they are of mental origin, but they are physiologically
driven, according to researchers. Before the coronavirus
pandemic, loneliness was hot research news. Medical
researchers call it the “new smoking” because of its adverse
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health effects. Note that loneliness is not equal to being
alone. Loneliness is your body saying, “Find people with
whom to socially interact!” The inability to get to your
favorite gym, gather with friends at a favorite hangout, or
mingle with coworkers who bring meaning to your life can
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have natural health consequences. Learning about loneliness
is a key lesson of our collective experience with the
coronavirus. Social distancing is likely to end in the future,
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but connecting to a mental health counselor now—even if it
means one more Zoom session to do it—is worth the effort if
it can help you lessen the impact of loneliness.

Learn more at www.news.gallup.com [Search: “adults less
worry”]
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CURB IMPULSE
PURCHASES TO SAVE
MONEY
If the household budget is stretched, cutting
costs without added hardship can be difficult.
Consider curbing impulse purchases as a path to
finding more dollars. You could save over $5,000
a year by decreasing this behavior. Impulse
purchasing is the tendency to engage repeatedly
in spontaneous, on-the-spot purchases without
consideration of the potential consequences.
Sixty-four percent of us do it. The risk of an
impulse purchase begins as soon as you enter a
store, not when you see the item of interest. Most
impulse purchases are groceries, not clothing. Try
these tips: 1) Shop with a buddy. 2) Use cash.
3) Gain control and insight from two studies:
A) www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc [search “eyes wide
shopped”] and

B)

www.slickdeals.net/corp/impulse-spending.html.

YOU'RE COMMITTED,
SO SHOW IT
Employers know what a committed worker looks
like. It’s not those who simply perform duties and
assignments well. Committed workers bring
something extra that helps advance the work unit’s
mission. 1) They solve problems; they don’t just
point them out. 2) They show enthusiasm rather
than casual acceptance. 3) They are proactive in
reporting progress on what they are doing. 4) They
demonstrate initiative—they act on perceived
needs that fit with their duties before being asked.
If you want to show you are a committed worker,
walk the talk with these distinguishing work habits.

FRIED FOODS &
FOCUS DON'T MIX
Skip the burger and fries at lunch. You will have a
clearer head and better focus in the afternoon. New
research shows one meal of fried food high in fat
can zap your ability to stay focused on an important
task or project shortly after it is consumed. At work,
that means choosing fewer fatty and fried foods at
lunch in favor of more nutritious choices may help
you score that big win or big deal, or deliver a more
effective presentation!

